


KJV Bible Word Studies for SMOOTH



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

a 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate: -- deal, distribute, divide, flatter, give, (have, im-)part(-ner), take 
away {a} portion, receive, separate self, (be) smooth(-er). 

away 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate: -- deal, distribute, divide, flatter, give, (have, im-)part(-ner), 
take {away} a portion, receive, separate self, (be) smooth(-er). 

be 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate: -- deal, distribute, divide, flatter, give, (have, im-)part(-ner), take 
away a portion, receive, separate self, ({be}) smooth(-er). 

chestnut 6196 ## `armown {ar-mone'}; probably from 6191; the plane tree (from its smooth and shed bark): -- {chestnut} tree. 

deal 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate: -- {deal}, distribute, divide, flatter, give, (have, im-)part(-ner), 
take away a portion, receive, separate self, (be) smooth(-er). 

distribute 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate: -- deal, {distribute}, divide, flatter, give, (have, 
im-)part(-ner), take away a portion, receive, separate self, (be) smooth(-er). 

divide 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate: -- deal, distribute, {divide}, flatter, give, (have, im-)part(-ner), 
take away a portion, receive, separate self, (be) smooth(-er). 

flatter 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate: -- deal, distribute, divide, {flatter}, give, (have, im-)part(-ner), 
take away a portion, receive, separate self, (be) smooth(-er). 

flattering 2509 ## chalaq {khaw-lawk'}; from 2505; smooth (especially of tongue): -- {flattering}, smooth. 

give 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate: -- deal, distribute, divide, flatter, {give}, (have, im-)part(-ner), 
take away a portion, receive, separate self, (be) smooth(-er). 

have 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate: -- deal, distribute, divide, flatter, give, ({have}, im-)part(-ner), 
take away a portion, receive, separate self, (be) smooth(-er). 

im-)part 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate: -- deal, distribute, divide, flatter, give, (have, 
{im-)part}(-ner), take away a portion, receive, separate self, (be) smooth(-er). 

portion 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate: -- deal, distribute, divide, flatter, give, (have, im-)part(-ner), 
take away a {portion}, receive, separate self, (be) smooth(-er). 

receive 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate: -- deal, distribute, divide, flatter, give, (have, im-)part(-ner), 
take away a portion, {receive}, separate self, (be) smooth(-er). 

self 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate: -- deal, distribute, divide, flatter, give, (have, im-)part(-ner), take 
away a portion, receive, separate {self}, (be) smooth(-er). 

separate 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate: -- deal, distribute, divide, flatter, give, (have, im-)part(-ner), 
take away a portion, receive, {separate} self, (be) smooth(-er). 

smoking 6226 ## `ashen {aw-shane'}; from 6225; smoky: -- {smoking}. smooth 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or 
separate: -- deal, distribute, divide, flatter, give, (have, im-)part(-ner), take away a portion, receive, separate self, (be) {smooth}(-er). 

smooth 2509 ## chalaq {khaw-lawk'}; from 2505; smooth (especially of tongue): -- flattering, {smooth}. 

smooth 2511 ## challaq {khal-lawk'}; from 2505; smooth: -- {smooth}. smooth 2512 ## challuq {khal-look'}; from 2505; smooth: -- {smooth}. 

smooth 2513 ## chelqah {khel-kaw'}; feminine of 2506; properly, smoothness; figuratively, flattery; also an allotment: -- field, flattering(-ry), ground, parcel, part, piece of land [ground], plat, portion, slippery place, 
{smooth} (thing). 

smooth 3006 # leios {li'-os}; apparently a primary word; smooth, i.e. "level": -- {smooth}. 

stone 5586 # psephos {psay'-fos}; from the same as 5584; a pebble (as worn smooth by handling), i.e. (by implication of use as a counter or ballot) a verdict (of acquittal) or ticket (of admission); a vote: -- {stone}, voice. 

take 2505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'}; a primitive root; to be smooth (figuratively); by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate: -- deal, distribute, divide, flatter, give, (have, im-)part(-ner), 
{take} away a portion, receive, separate self, (be) smooth(-er). 

tree 6196 ## `armown {ar-mone'}; probably from 6191; the plane tree (from its smooth and shed bark): -- chestnut {tree}. 

voice 5586 # psephos {psay'-fos}; from the same as 5584; a pebble (as worn smooth by handling), i.e. (by implication of use as a counter or ballot) a verdict (of acquittal) or ticket (of admission); a vote: -- stone, {voice}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

smooth 01539 ## geled {ghe'- led} ; from an unused root probably meaning to polish ; the (human) skin (as {smooth}) : -- skin . 

smooth 01637 ## goren {go'- ren} ; from an unused root meaning to {smooth} ; a threshing-floor (as made even) ; by analogy , any open area : -- (barn , corn , threshing-) floor , (threshing-, void) place . 

smooth 02505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'} ; a primitive root ; to be smooth (figuratively) ; by implication (as {smooth} stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate : -- deal , distribute , divide , flatter , give , (have , im-) 
part (- ner) , take away a portion , receive , separate self , (be) smooth (- er) . 

smooth 02505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'} ; a primitive root ; to be smooth (figuratively) ; by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate : -- deal , distribute , divide , flatter , give , (have , im-) part 
(- ner) , take away a portion , receive , separate self , (be) {smooth} (- er) . 

smooth 02505 ## chalaq {khaw-lak'} ; a primitive root ; to be {smooth} (figuratively) ; by implication (as smooth stones were used for lots) to apportion or separate : -- deal , distribute , divide , flatter , give , (have , im-) 
part (- ner) , take away a portion , receive , separate self , (be) smooth (- er) . 

smooth 02509 ## chalaq {khaw-lawk'} ; from 02505 ; smooth (especially of tongue) : -- flattering , {smooth} . 

smooth 02509 ## chalaq {khaw-lawk'} ; from 02505 ; {smooth} (especially of tongue) : -- flattering , smooth . 

smooth 02511 ## challaq {khal-lawk'} ; from 02505 ; smooth : -- {smooth} . 

smooth 02511 ## challaq {khal-lawk'} ; from 02505 ; {smooth} : -- smooth . 

smooth 02512 ## challuq {khal-look'} ; from 02505 ; smooth : -- {smooth} . 

smooth 02512 ## challuq {khal-look'} ; from 02505 ; {smooth} : -- smooth . 

smooth 02513 ## chelqah {khel-kaw'} ; feminine of 02506 ; properly , smoothness ; figuratively , flattery ; also an allotment : -- field , flattering (- ry) , ground , parcel , part , piece of land [ground ] , plat , portion , slippery 
place , {smooth} (thing) . 

smooth 02519 ## chalaqlaqqah {khal-ak-lak-kaw'} ; by reduplication from 02505 ; properly , something very {smooth} ; i . e . a treacherous spot ; figuratively , blandishment : -- flattery , slippery . 

smooth 04229 ## machah {maw-khaw'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to stroke or rub ; by implication , to erase ; also to {smooth} (as if with oil) , i . e . grease or make fat ; also to touch , i . e . reach to : -- abolish , blot out ,
destroy , full of marrow , put out , reach unto , X utterly , wipe (away , out) . 

smooth 04422 ## malat {maw-lat'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to be {smooth} , i . e . (by implication) to escape (as if by slipperiness) ; causatively , to release or rescue ; specifically , to bring forth young , emit sparks : -- 
deliver (self) , escape , lay , leap out , let alone , let go , preserve , save , X speedily , X surely . 

smooth 04452 ## malats {maw-lats'} ; a primitive root ; to be {smooth} , i . e . (figuratively) pleasant : -- be sweet . 

smooth 06196 ## ` armown {ar-mone'} ; probably from 06191 ; the plane tree (from its {smooth} and shed bark) : -- chestnut tree . 

smooth 07140 ## qerach {keh'- rakh} ; or qorach {ko'- rakh} ; from 07139 ; ice (as if bald , i . e . {smooth}) ; hence , hail ; by resemblance , rock crystal : -- crystal , frost , ice . 

smooth 3006 - leios {li'-os}; apparently a primary word; smooth, i.e. " level " : -- {smooth}. 

smooth 3006 - leios {li'-os}; apparently a primary word; {smooth}, i.e. " level " : -- smooth. 

smooth 3582 - xestes {xes'-tace}; as if from xeo (properly, to {smooth}; by implication [of friction] to boil or heat); a vessel (as fashioned or for cooking) [or perhaps by corruption from the Latin sextarius, the sixth of a 
modius, i.e. about a pint], i.e. (specifically) a measure for liquids or solids, (by analogy, a pitcher): -- pot. 

smooth 5586 - psephos {psay'-fos}; from the same as 5584; a pebble (as worn {smooth} by handling), i.e. (by implication of use as a counter or ballot) a verdict (of acquittal) or ticket (of admission); a vote: -- stone, voice. 

smoothness 02506 ## cheleq {khay'lek} ; from 02505 ; properly , {smoothness} (of the tongue) ; also an allotment : -- flattery , inheritance , part , X partake , portion . 

smoothness 02513 ## chelqah {khel-kaw'} ; feminine of 02506 ; properly , {smoothness} ; figuratively , flattery ; also an allotment : -- field , flattering (- ry) , ground , parcel , part , piece of land [ground ] , plat , portion , 
slippery place , smooth (thing) . 

smoothness 02520 ## Chelqath {khel-kath'} ; a form of 02513 ; {smoothness} ; Chelkath , a place in Palestine : -- Helkath . 

smoothness 02521 ## Chelqath hats-Tsu-riym {khel-kath'hats-tsoo-reem'} ; from 02520 and the plural of 06697 , with the article inserted ; {smoothness} of the rocks ; Chelkath Hats-tsurim , a place in Palestine : -- 
Helkath-hazzurim . 

smoothness 04423 ## melet {meh'- let} ; from 04422 , cement (from its plastic {smoothness}) : -- clay . 

smoothness 06191 ## ` aram {aw-ram'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to be (or make) bare ; but used only in the derivative sense (through the idea perhaps of {smoothness}) to be cunning (usually in a bad sense) : -- X very 
, beware , take crafty [counsel ] , be prudent , deal subtilly . 

smoothness 0858 - aphelotes {af-el-ot'-ace}; from a compound of 0001 (as a negative particle) and phellos (in the sense of a stone as stubbing the foot); {smoothness}, i.e. (figuratively) simplicity: -- singleness. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

3006 + smooth +/ . leios {li'-os}; apparently a primary word; smooth, i .e . "level": --smooth . 

5586 + stone + my voice + and in the stone +/ . psephos {psay'-fos}; from the same as 5584 + have handled + 
they might feel + that might be touched + that it is I myself handle +/ ; a pebble (as worn smooth by 
handling), i .e . (by implication of use as a counter or ballot) a verdict (of acquittal) or ticket (of admission); 
a vote: --stone, voice . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

6 * smooth 

2 - smoother 

1 - smootheth 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

smooth 2505 -- chalaq -- deal, distribute, divide, flatter, give, (have,im-)part(-ner), take away a portion, 
receive, separate self, (be){smooth}(-er).

smooth 2509 -- chalaq -- flattering, {smooth}.

smooth 2511 -- challaq -- {smooth}.

smooth 2512 -- challuq -- {smooth}.

smooth 2513 -- chelqah -- field, flattering(-ry), ground, parcel, part, piece of land[ground], plat, portion, 
slippery place, {smooth} (thing).

smooth 3006 ** leios ** {smooth}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- smooth , 2509 , 2511 , 2512 , 2513 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

smooth 1Sa_17_40 # And he took his staff in his hand, and chose him five smooth stones out of the brook, 
and put them in a shepherd's bag which he had, even in a scrip; and his sling [was] in his hand: and he 
drew near to the Philistine.

smooth Gen_27_11 # And Jacob said to Rebekah his mother, Behold, Esau my brother [is] a hairy man, and
I [am] a smooth man:

smooth Gen_27_16 # And she put the skins of the kids of the goats upon his hands, and upon the smooth of 
his neck:

smooth Isa_30_10 # Which say to the seers, See not; and to the prophets, Prophesy not unto us right things, 
speak unto us smooth things, prophesy deceits:

smooth Isa_57_06 # Among the smooth [stones] of the stream [is] thy portion; they, they [are] thy lot: even 
to them hast thou poured a drink offering, thou hast offered a meat offering. Should I receive comfort in 
these?

smooth Luk_03_05 # Every valley shall be filled, and every mountain and hill shall be brought low; and the 
crooked shall be made straight, and the rough ways [shall be] made smooth;

smoother Pro_05_03 # For the lips of a strange woman drop [as] an honeycomb, and her mouth [is] 
smoother than oil:

smoother Psa_55_21 # [The words] of his mouth were smoother than butter, but war [was] in his heart: his 
words were softer than oil, yet [were] they drawn swords.

smootheth Isa_41_07 # So the carpenter encouraged the goldsmith, [and] he that smootheth [with] the 
hammer him that smote the anvil, saying, It [is] ready for the soldering: and he fastened it with nails, [that] 
it should not be moved.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

smooth man Gen_27_11 # And Jacob said to Rebekah his mother, Behold, Esau my brother [is] a hairy 
man, and I [am] a smooth man:

smooth of his Gen_27_16 # And she put the skins of the kids of the goats upon his hands, and upon the 
smooth of his neck:

smooth stones of Isa_57_06 # Among the smooth [stones] of the stream [is] thy portion; they, they [are] thy 
lot: even to them hast thou poured a drink offering, thou hast offered a meat offering. Should I receive 
comfort in these?

smooth stones out 1Sa_17_40 # And he took his staff in his hand, and chose him five smooth stones out of 
the brook, and put them in a shepherd's bag which he had, even in a scrip; and his sling [was] in his hand: 
and he drew near to the Philistine.

smooth things prophesy Isa_30_10 # Which say to the seers, See not; and to the prophets, Prophesy not 
unto us right things, speak unto us smooth things, prophesy deceits:

smooth Luk_03_05 # Every valley shall be filled, and every mountain and hill shall be brought low; and the 
crooked shall be made straight, and the rough ways [shall be] made smooth;

smoother than butter Psa_55_21 # [The words] of his mouth were smoother than butter, but war [was] in 
his heart: his words were softer than oil, yet [were] they drawn swords.

smoother than oil Pro_05_03 # For the lips of a strange woman drop [as] an honeycomb, and her mouth [is]
smoother than oil:

smootheth with the Isa_41_07 # So the carpenter encouraged the goldsmith, [and] he that smootheth [with] 
the hammer him that smote the anvil, saying, It [is] ready for the soldering: and he fastened it with nails, 
[that] it should not be moved.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

smooth man Gen_27_11 

smoother than oil Pro_05_03 



smooth GEN 027 011 And Jacob <03290 +Ya said <00559 +>amar > to Rebekah <07259 +Ribqah > his mother 
<00517 +>em > , Behold <02005 +hen > , Esau <06215 + my brother <00251 +>ach > [ is ] a hairy <08163 +sa
man <00376 +>iysh > , and I [ am ] a {smooth} <02509 +chalaq > man <00376 +>iysh > : smooth GEN 027 016 
And she put <03847 +labash > the skins <05785 + of the kids <01423 +g@diy > of the goats <05795 + upon his 
hands <03027 +yad > , and upon the {smooth} <02513 +chelqah > of his neck <06677 +tsavva>r > : 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

smooth ^ Luk_03_05 / smooth /^ 

smooth ^ Gen_27_11 / smooth /^man: 

smooth ^ Gen_27_16 / smooth /^of his neck: 

smooth ^ 1Sa_17_40 / smooth /^stones out of the brook, and put them in a shepherd's bag which he had, 
even in a scrip; and his sling [was] in his hand: and he drew near to the Philistine. 

smooth ^ Isa_57_06 / smooth /^stones] of the stream [is] thy portion; they, they [are] thy lot: even to them 
hast thou poured a drink offering, thou hast offered a meat offering. Should I receive comfort in these? 

smooth ^ Isa_30_10 / smooth /^things, prophesy deceits: 

smoother ^ Psa_55_21 / smoother /^than butter, but war [was] in his heart: his words were softer than oil, 
yet [were] they drawn swords. 

smoother ^ Pro_05_03 / smoother /^than oil: 

smootheth ^ Isa_41_07 / smootheth /^with] the hammer him that smote the anvil, saying, It [is] ready for 
the soldering: and he fastened it with nails, [that] it should not be moved. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

smooth ......... smooth 3006 -leios-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

smooth 1Sa_17_40 And he took his staff in his hand, and chose him five {smooth} stones out of the brook, 
and put them in a shepherd's bag which he had, even in a scrip; and his sling [was] in his hand: and he 
drew near to the Philistine. 

smooth 1Sa_30_10 Which say to the seers, See not; and to the prophets, Prophesy not unto us right things, 
speak unto us {smooth} things, prophesy deceits: 

smooth 1Sa_57_06 Among the {smooth} [stones] of the stream [is] thy portion; they, they [are] thy lot: even 
to them hast thou poured a drink offering, thou hast offered a meat offering. Should I receive comfort in 
these? 

smooth Gen_27_11 And Jacob said to Rebekah his mother, Behold, Esau my brother [is] a hairy man, and I
[am] a {smooth} man: 

smooth Gen_27_16 And she put the skins of the kids of the goats upon his hands, and upon the {smooth} of 
his neck: 

smooth Luk_03_05 Every valley shall be filled, and every mountain and hill shall be brought low; and the 
crooked shall be made straight, and the rough ways [shall be] made {smooth}; 

smoother Psa_55_21 [The words] of his mouth were {smoother} than butter, but war [was] in his heart: his 
words were softer than oil, yet [were] they drawn swords. 

smoother Pro_05_03 For the lips of a strange woman drop [as] an honeycomb, and her mouth [is] 
{smoother} than oil: 

smootheth 1Sa_41_07 So the carpenter encouraged the goldsmith, [and] he that {smootheth} [with] the 
hammer him that smote the anvil, saying, It [is] ready for the soldering: and he fastened it with nails, [that] 
it should not be moved. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

smooth ^ Luk_03_05 Every <3956> valley <5327> shall be <2071> (5704) filled <4137> (5701), and <2532> 
every <3956> mountain <3735> and <2532> hill <1015> shall be brought low <5013> (5701); and <2532> 
the crooked <4646> shall be made <1519> straight <2117>, and <2532> the rough <5138> ways <3598> 
shall be made <1519> {smooth} <3006>; 



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
smooth 1Sa_17_40 . And he took (03947 +laqach ) his staff (04731 +maqqel ) in his hand (03027 +yad ) , and
chose (00977 +bachar ) him five (02568 +chamesh ) {smooth} (02512 +challuq ) stones (68) out of the brook 
(05158 +nachal ) , and put (07760 +suwm ) them in a shepherd s (07462 +ra(ah ) bag (03627 +k@liy ) which 
(00834 +)aher ) he had , even in a scrip (03219 +yalquwt ) ; and his sling (07050 +qela( ) [ was ] in his hand 
(03027 +yad ):and he drew near (05066 +nagash ) to the Philistine (06430 +P@lishtiy ) . 

smooth Gen_27_11 And Jacob (03290 +Ya(aqob ) said (00559 +)amar ) to Rebekah (07259 +Ribqah ) his 
mother (00517 +)em ) , Behold (02005 +hen ) , Esau (06215 +(Esav ) my brother (00251 +)ach ) [ is ] a hairy 
(08163 +sa(iyr ) man (00376 +)iysh ) , and I [ am ] a {smooth} (02509 +chalaq ) man (00376 +)iysh ) : 

smooth Gen_27_16 And she put (03847 +labash ) the skins (05785 +(owr ) of the kids (01423 +g@diy ) of the
goats (05795 +(ez ) upon his hands (03027 +yad ) , and upon the {smooth} (02513 +chelqah ) of his neck 
(06677 +tsavva)r ) : 

smooth Isa_30_10 Which (00834 +)aher ) say (00559 +)amar ) to the seers (07200 +ra)ah ) , See (07200 
+ra)ah ) not ; and to the prophets (02374 +chozeh ) , Prophesy (02372 +chazah ) not unto us right (05229 
+n@kochah ) things , speak (01696 +dabar ) unto us {smooth} (02513 +chelqah ) things , prophesy (02372 
+chazah ) deceits (04123 +mahathallah ) : 

smooth Isa_57_06 Among the {smooth} (02511 +challaq ) [ stones ] of the stream (05158 +nachal ) [ is ] thy 
portion (02506 +cheleq ) ; they , they [ are ] thy lot (01486 +gowral ):even (01571 +gam ) to them hast thou 
poured (08210 +shaphak ) a drink (05262 +necek ) offering , thou hast offered (05927 +(alah ) a meat 
offering (04503 +minchah ) . Should I receive (05162 +nacham ) comfort (05162 +nacham ) in these (00428 
+)el - leh ) ? 

smooth Luk_03_05 Every 3956 -pas - valley 5327 -pharagx - shall be filled 4137 -pleroo - , and every 3956 -
pas - mountain 3735 -oros - and hill 1015 -bounos - shall be brought 5013 -tapeinoo - low 5013 -tapeinoo - ; 
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and the crooked 4646 -skolios - shall be made 1519 -eis - straight 2117 -euthus - , and the rough 5138 -
trachus - ways 3598 -hodos - [ shall be ] made 1519 -eis - {smooth} 3006 -leios - ; 

smoother Pro_05_03 For the lips (08193 +saphah ) of a strange (02114 +zuwr ) woman drop (05197 +nataph
) [ as ] an honeycomb (05317 +nopheth ) , and her mouth (02441 +chek ) [ is ] {smoother} (02513 +chelqah ) 
than oil (08081 +shemen ) : 

smoother Psa_55_21 [ The words ] of his mouth (06310 +peh ) were {smoother} (02505 +chalaq ) than 
butter (04260 +machama)ah ) , but war (07128 +q@rab ) [ was ] in his heart (03820 +leb ):his words (01697 
+dabar ) were softer (07401 +rakak ) than oil (08081 +shemen ) , yet [ were ] they drawn (06609 
+p@thikhah ) swords (06609 +p@thikhah ) . 

smootheth Isa_41_07 So the carpenter (02796 +charash ) encouraged (02388 +chazaq ) the goldsmith 
(06884 +tsaraph ) , [ and ] he that {smootheth} (02505 +chalaq ) [ with ] the hammer (06360 +pattiysh ) him 
that smote (01986 +halam ) the anvil (06471 +pa(am ) , saying (00559 +)amar ) , It [ is ] ready (02896 +towb 
) for the sodering (01694 +debeq ):and he fastened (02388 +chazaq ) it with nails (04548 +macmer ) , [ that ]
it should not be moved (04131 +mowt ) . 
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smooth , 1SA , 17:40 smooth , GE , 27:11 , GE , 27:16 smooth , ISA , 30:10 , ISA , 57:6 smooth , LU , 3:5 smoother , PR , 5:3 smoother , PS , 55:21 smootheth , ISA , 41:7 smooth 3006 # leios {li'-os}; apparently a primary word; 
smooth, i.e. "level": -- {smooth}.[ql stone 5586 # psephos {psay'-fos}; from the same as 5584; a pebble (as worn smooth by handling), i.e. (by implication of use as a counter or ballot) a verdict (of acquittal) or ticket (of admission); a 
vote: -- {stone}, voice.[ql voice 5586 # psephos {psay'-fos}; from the same as 5584; a pebble (as worn smooth by handling), i.e. (by implication of use as a counter or ballot) a verdict (of acquittal) or ticket (of admission); a vote: -- 
stone, {voice}.[ql smooth Interlinear Index Study smooth GEN 027 011 And Jacob <03290 +Ya said <00559 +>amar > to Rebekah <07259 +Ribqah > his mother <00517 +>em > , Behold <02005 +hen > , Esau <06215 + my brother 
<00251 +>ach > [ is ] a hairy <08163 +sa man <00376 +>iysh > , and I [ am ] a {smooth} <02509 +chalaq > man <00376 +>iysh > : smooth GEN 027 016 And she put <03847 +labash > the skins <05785 + of the kids <01423 +g@diy
> of the goats <05795 + upon his hands <03027 +yad > , and upon the {smooth} <02513 +chelqah > of his neck <06677 +tsavva>r > : smooth 1SA 017 040 . And he took <03947 +laqach > his staff <04731 +maqqel > in his hand 
<03027 +yad > , and chose <00977 +bachar > him five <02568 +chamesh > {smooth} <02512 +challuq > stones <68> out of the brook <05158 +nachal > , and put <07760 +suwm > them in a shepherd s <07462 +ra bag <03627 
+k@liy > which <00834 +>aher > he had , even in a scrip <03219 +yalquwt > ; and his sling <07050 +qela< > [ was ] in his hand <03027 +yad > : and he drew near <05066 +nagash > to the Philistine <06430 +P@lishtiy > . smooth 
ISA 030 010 Which <00834 +>aher > say <00559 +>amar > to the seers <07200 +ra>ah > , See <07200 +ra>ah > not ; and to the prophets <02374 +chozeh > , Prophesy <02372 +chazah > not unto us right <05229 +n@kochah > 
things , speak <01696 +dabar > unto us {smooth} <02513 +chelqah > things , prophesy <02372 +chazah > deceits <04123 +mahathallah > : smooth ISA 057 006 Among the {smooth} <02511 +challaq > [ stones ] of the stream <05158
+nachal > [ is ] thy portion <02506 +cheleq > ; they , they [ are ] thy lot <01486 +gowral > : even <01571 +gam > to them hast thou poured <08210 +shaphak > a drink <05262 +necek > offering , thou hast offered <05927 + a meat 
offering <04503 +minchah > . Should I receive <05162 +nacham > comfort <05162 +nacham > in these <00428 +>el - leh > ? smooth LUK 003 005 Every 3956 -pas - valley 5327 -pharagx - shall be filled 4137 -pleroo - , and every 
3956 -pas - mountain 3735 -oros - and hill 1015 -bounos - shall be brought 5013 - tapeinoo - low 5013 -tapeinoo - ; and the crooked 4646 -skolios - shall be made 1519 -eis - straight 2117 -euthus - , and the rough 5138 -trachus - ways 
3598 -hodos - [ shall be ] made 1519 - eis - {smooth} 3006 -leios - ; chose him five smooth stones out <1SA17 -:40 > smooth man speak unto us smooth things - smooth , 2509 , 2511 , 2512 , 2513 , smooth GEN 027 011 And Jacob 
<03290 +Ya said <00559 +>amar > to Rebekah <07259 +Ribqah > his mother <00517 +>em > , Behold <02005 +hen > , Esau <06215 + my brother <00251 +>ach > [ is ] a hairy <08163 +sa man <00376 +>iysh > , and I [ am ] a 
{smooth} <02509 +chalaq > man <00376 +>iysh > : smooth GEN 027 016 And she put <03847 +labash > the skins <05785 + of the kids <01423 +g@diy > of the goats <05795 + upon his hands <03027 +yad > , and upon the 
{smooth} <02513 +chelqah > of his neck <06677 +tsavva>r > : smooth -2509 flattering , {smooth} , smooth -2511 {smooth} , smooth -2512 {smooth} , smooth -2513 field , flattering , flattery , ground , parcel , part , piece , plat , 
portion , slippery , {smooth} , smoother , smoother -2505 dealt , distribute , distributed , distributeth , divide , divided , dividing , flatter , flattereth , given , imparted , part , parted , partner , portion , received , separate , {smoother} , 
smootheth , smoother -2513 field , flattering , flattery , ground , parcel , part , piece , plat , portion , slippery , smooth , {smoother} , smootheth -2505 dealt , distribute , distributed , distributeth , divide , divided , dividing , flatter , 
flattereth , given , imparted , part , parted , partner , portion , received , separate , smoother , {smootheth} , smooth 2505 -- chalaq -- deal, distribute, divide, flatter, give, (have,im-)part(-ner), take away a portion, receive, separate self, 
(be){smooth}(-er). smooth 2509 -- chalaq -- flattering, {smooth}. smooth 2511 -- challaq -- {smooth}. smooth 2512 -- challuq -- {smooth}. smooth 2513 -- chelqah -- field, flattering(-ry), ground, parcel, part, piece of land[ground], 
plat, portion, slippery place, {smooth} (thing). smooth 3006 ** leios ** {smooth}. smooth ......... smooth 3006 -leios-> smooth 2509 ## chalaq {khaw-lawk'}; from 2505; smooth (especially of tongue): -- flattering, {smooth}. [ql 
smooth 2511 ## challaq {khal-lawk'}; from 2505; smooth: -- {smooth}. [ql smooth 2512 ## challuq {khal-look'}; from 2505; smooth: -- {smooth}. [ql smooth 2513 ## chelqah {khel-kaw'}; feminine of 2506; properly, smoothness; 
figuratively, flattery; also an allotment: -- field, flattering(-ry), ground, parcel, part, piece of land [ground], plat, portion, slippery place, {smooth} (thing). [ql smooth 3006 # leios {li'-os}; apparently a primary word; smooth, i.e. "level":
-- {smooth}.[ql smooth 027 011 Gen /^{smooth /man : smooth 027 016 Gen /^{smooth /of his neck : smooth 057 006 Isa /^{smooth /stones of the stream is thy portion ; they, they are thy lot : even to them hast thou poured a drink 
offering , thou hast offered a meat offering . Should I receive comfort in these? smooth 017 040 ISa /^{smooth /stones out of the brook , and put them in a shepherd's bag which he had, even in a scrip ; and his sling was in his hand : and
he drew near to the Philistine . smooth 030 010 Isa /^{smooth /things , prophesy deceits : smoother 055 021 Psa /^{smoother /than butter , but war was in his heart : his words were softer than oil , yet were they drawn swords . smoother
005 003 Pro /^{smoother /than oil : smootheth 041 007 Isa /^{smootheth /with the hammer him that smote the anvil , saying , It is ready for the sodering : and he fastened it with nails , that it should not be moved . smooth 6 * smoother 
2 - smootheth 1 - smooth And Jacob said to Rebekah his mother, Behold, Esau my brother [is] a hairy man, and I [am] a {smooth} man: smooth And she put the skins of the kids of the goats upon his hands, and upon the {smooth} of 
his neck: smooth <1SA17 -40> And he took his staff in his hand, and chose him five {smooth} stones out of the brook, and put them in a shepherd's bag which he had, even in a scrip; and his sling [was] in his hand: and he drew near to
the Philistine. smooth Which say to the seers, See not; and to the prophets, Prophesy not unto us right things, speak unto us {smooth} things, prophesy deceits: smooth Among the {smooth} [stones] of the stream [is] thy portion; they, 
they [are] thy lot: even to them hast thou poured a drink offering, thou hast offered a meat offering. Should I receive comfort in these? smooth Every valley shall be filled, and every mountain and hill shall be brought low; and the 
crooked shall be made straight, and the rough ways shall be] made {smooth}; 



smooth , 1SA , 17:40 smooth , GE , 27:11 , GE , 27:16 smooth , ISA , 30:10 , ISA , 57:6 smooth , LU , 3:5 
smoother , PR , 5:3 smoother , PS , 55:21 smootheth , ISA , 41:7



smooth 3006 # leios {li'-os}; apparently a primary word; smooth, i.e. "level": -- {smooth}.[ql stone 5586 # 
psephos {psay'-fos}; from the same as 5584; a pebble (as worn smooth by handling), i.e. (by implication of use as 
a counter or ballot) a verdict (of acquittal) or ticket (of admission); a vote: -- {stone}, voice.[ql voice 5586 # 
psephos {psay'-fos}; from the same as 5584; a pebble (as worn smooth by handling), i.e. (by implication of use as 
a counter or ballot) a verdict (of acquittal) or ticket (of admission); a vote: -- stone, {voice}.[ql







smooth -2509 flattering , {smooth} , smooth -2511 {smooth} , smooth -2512 {smooth} , smooth -2513 field , 
flattering , flattery , ground , parcel , part , piece , plat , portion , slippery , {smooth} , smoother , smoother -2505 
dealt , distribute , distributed , distributeth , divide , divided , dividing , flatter , flattereth , given , imparted , part , 
parted , partner , portion , received , separate , {smoother} , smootheth , smoother -2513 field , flattering , flattery ,
ground , parcel , part , piece , plat , portion , slippery , smooth , {smoother} , smootheth -2505 dealt , distribute , 
distributed , distributeth , divide , divided , dividing , flatter , flattereth , given , imparted , part , parted , partner , 
portion , received , separate , smoother , {smootheth} ,



smooth 2505 -- chalaq -- deal, distribute, divide, flatter, give, (have,im-)part(-ner), take away a portion, receive, 
separate self, (be){smooth}(-er). smooth 2509 -- chalaq -- flattering, {smooth}. smooth 2511 -- challaq -- 
{smooth}. smooth 2512 -- challuq -- {smooth}. smooth 2513 -- chelqah -- field, flattering(-ry), ground, parcel, 
part, piece of land[ground], plat, portion, slippery place, {smooth} (thing). smooth 3006 ** leios ** {smooth}.





smooth ......... smooth 3006 -leios->



smooth 2509 ## chalaq {khaw-lawk'}; from 2505; smooth (especially of tongue): -- flattering, {smooth}. [ql 
smooth 2511 ## challaq {khal-lawk'}; from 2505; smooth: -- {smooth}. [ql smooth 2512 ## challuq {khal-look'}; 
from 2505; smooth: -- {smooth}. [ql smooth 2513 ## chelqah {khel-kaw'}; feminine of 2506; properly, 
smoothness; figuratively, flattery; also an allotment: -- field, flattering(-ry), ground, parcel, part, piece of land 
[ground], plat, portion, slippery place, {smooth} (thing). [ql smooth 3006 # leios {li'-os}; apparently a primary 
word; smooth, i.e. "level": -- {smooth}.[ql
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smooth Interlinear Index Study smooth GEN 027 011 And Jacob <03290 +Ya said <00559 +>amar > to Rebekah 
<07259 +Ribqah > his mother <00517 +>em > , Behold <02005 +hen > , Esau <06215 + my brother <00251 
+>ach > [ is ] a hairy <08163 +sa man <00376 +>iysh > , and I [ am ] a {smooth} <02509 +chalaq > man <00376 
+>iysh > : smooth GEN 027 016 And she put <03847 +labash > the skins <05785 + of the kids <01423 +g@diy >
of the goats <05795 + upon his hands <03027 +yad > , and upon the {smooth} <02513 +chelqah > of his neck 
<06677 +tsavva>r > : smooth 1SA 017 040 . And he took <03947 +laqach > his staff <04731 +maqqel > in his 
hand <03027 +yad > , and chose <00977 +bachar > him five <02568 +chamesh > {smooth} <02512 +challuq > 
stones <68> out of the brook <05158 +nachal > , and put <07760 +suwm > them in a shepherd s <07462 +ra bag 
<03627 +k@liy > which <00834 +>aher > he had , even in a scrip <03219 +yalquwt > ; and his sling <07050 
+qela< > [ was ] in his hand <03027 +yad > : and he drew near <05066 +nagash > to the Philistine <06430 
+P@lishtiy > . smooth ISA 030 010 Which <00834 +>aher > say <00559 +>amar > to the seers <07200 +ra>ah > 
, See <07200 +ra>ah > not ; and to the prophets <02374 +chozeh > , Prophesy <02372 +chazah > not unto us right
<05229 +n@kochah > things , speak <01696 +dabar > unto us {smooth} <02513 +chelqah > things , prophesy 
<02372 +chazah > deceits <04123 +mahathallah > : smooth ISA 057 006 Among the {smooth} <02511 +challaq 
> [ stones ] of the stream <05158 +nachal > [ is ] thy portion <02506 +cheleq > ; they , they [ are ] thy lot <01486 
+gowral > : even <01571 +gam > to them hast thou poured <08210 +shaphak > a drink <05262 +necek > offering 
, thou hast offered <05927 + a meat offering <04503 +minchah > . Should I receive <05162 +nacham > comfort 
<05162 +nacham > in these <00428 +>el - leh > ? smooth LUK 003 005 Every 3956 -pas - valley 5327 -pharagx -
shall be filled 4137 -pleroo - , and every 3956 -pas - mountain 3735 -oros - and hill 1015 -bounos - shall be 
brought 5013 - tapeinoo - low 5013 -tapeinoo - ; and the crooked 4646 -skolios - shall be made 1519 -eis - straight
2117 -euthus - , and the rough 5138 -trachus - ways 3598 -hodos - [ shall be ] made 1519 - eis - {smooth} 3006 -
leios - ;



chose him five smooth stones out <1SA17 -:40 > smooth man speak unto us smooth things 



smooth 027 011 Gen /^{smooth /man : smooth 027 016 Gen /^{smooth /of his neck : smooth 057 006 Isa 
/^{smooth /stones of the stream is thy portion ; they, they are thy lot : even to them hast thou poured a drink 
offering , thou hast offered a meat offering . Should I receive comfort in these? smooth 017 040 ISa /^{smooth 
/stones out of the brook , and put them in a shepherd's bag which he had, even in a scrip ; and his sling was in his 
hand : and he drew near to the Philistine . smooth 030 010 Isa /^{smooth /things , prophesy deceits : smoother 055
021 Psa /^{smoother /than butter , but war was in his heart : his words were softer than oil , yet were they drawn 
swords . smoother 005 003 Pro /^{smoother /than oil : smootheth 041 007 Isa /^{smootheth /with the hammer him
that smote the anvil , saying , It is ready for the sodering : and he fastened it with nails , that it should not be 
moved .



smooth 6 * smoother 2 - smootheth 1 -



- smooth , 2509 , 2511 , 2512 , 2513 , 



smooth And Jacob said to Rebekah his mother, Behold, Esau my brother [is] a hairy man, and I [am] a {smooth} 
man: smooth And she put the skins of the kids of the goats upon his hands, and upon the {smooth} of his neck: 
smooth <1SA17 -40> And he took his staff in his hand, and chose him five {smooth} stones out of the brook, and 
put them in a shepherd's bag which he had, even in a scrip; and his sling [was] in his hand: and he drew near to the
Philistine. smooth Which say to the seers, See not; and to the prophets, Prophesy not unto us right things, speak 
unto us {smooth} things, prophesy deceits: smooth Among the {smooth} [stones] of the stream [is] thy portion; 
they, they [are] thy lot: even to them hast thou poured a drink offering, thou hast offered a meat offering. Should I 
receive comfort in these? smooth Every valley shall be filled, and every mountain and hill shall be brought low; 
and the crooked shall be made straight, and the rough ways shall be] made {smooth};
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